
To keep you new PVCu Windows & Doors looking great and
working efficiently, regular cleaning is necessary.

The working parts of your products are covered for up to 2 years on the
manufacturer guarantee, but only when they are maintained properly.

We have put together a Maintenance pack which has been carefully
selected to assist in the maintenance process, and are the leading

products on the market.

Each Maintenance Pack contains: 1 x PVCu Aerosol Spray Cleaner / 1
x Glass & Mirror Aerosol Spray Cleaner / 1 x Silicone Spray / 1 x White

Grease / 1 x Tissue Roll

The cost of each pack is: £40
For individual prices, please contact the office.

Please follow the easy instructions overleaf & if you would like to
purchase a Maintenance Pack or individual items from the pack, please

contact the office/ showroom for Oz Windows Ltd:

Tel: 01392 757476 Email: ozwindowsltd@gmail.com

Maintenance
Guide



Cleaners, such as WD40 are not
recommended as these clean metals of
lubricant causing them to become stiff.

Glass Cleaning
No one likes seeing smears when looking through
their windows, so regular cleaning is necessary to
prevent the buildup of dust & dirt. Again, trusty
soap & warm water will keep them clean, but
for more stubborn marks – Oz Windows Ltd can
provide Glass & Mirror Spray along with a colour
free cleaning tissue.

We hope this guide will help, but please feel free to
call us for any advice on: 01392 757476

PVCu Frames
Good old soap & warm water is always the best for
cleaning off general dust & dirt from your PVCu
frames, using a soft cloth or sponge. For more
stubborn marks, use a PVCu Spray Cleaner, which
can be purchased through Oz Windows Ltd, with
colour free tissue.

General Cleaning

Tracks, Hinges & Locks
Keeping the channels of your Doors & Windows
clear of debris will allow them to move smoothly
and reduce the risk of damage. Use a damp cloth
to remove any partials or hoover them out on a
regular basis.

Lubrication of the mechanical moving parts will
keep them from becoming stiff. Dust and Moisture
can cause stiffness, meaning the continued force
when opening/closing them could cause damage
to the metal components.

This will lead to gaps, allowing air in. To lubricate
the moving parts, apply Vaseline to the hinges &
locks, but for hard to reach areas Oz Windows Ltd
can provide a white grease spray.


